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Enter The Utopius - Luke Syder 

Experience the first look at destructive and twisted world of the Space Holiday 
Resort 'Utopius' in this visual demo of the upcoming interactive film project 'Enter the Utopius' 

Gingerbread - Amrita Kaur Singh 

This 10-12-minute short film is about a sibling detective duo that struggle with 
altered recollections of a traumatic event they experienced as children, told through a combination 

of animation and live action. 

Tales From The Multiverse - Robert Bolton 

A collection of highlights showcasing the self-composed music, creature sound effects and foley 
that enhance a narrative using DnD as the story telling device. 

INTERMISSION 

Perspective - Matt Smith 

A glimpse into an autistic boy's day, showing how he can transform a usual day into an adventure. 

Veiled Descent (Interactive Film)- Gower Campbell 

A dedicated professor stumbles upon a clandestine cult thrusting her into a 
harrowing journey to uncover mysteries and save its unsuspecting viewers from a sinister fate. 

Gertrude - Orietta Wanjiru Subrizi 

A short comedy mock-documentary film about a psychic-medium named Gertrude and her misad
ventures in pursuit of paying off an MLM debt and raising enough funds to stage her very own One 
Woman Show! 

INTERMISSION 

Puppet Nudes - Bethany Clarke 

A satirical short film educating young people about the repercussions of taking and sharing inde
cent images 

Castle Charlie - Macaulay Moran 

Set in the summer of 1998, Peter struggles to keep his estranged father in his life and his relation
ship alive, while an otherworldly threat begins to push itself into his mind. 

Bio - Synthesis ; A performance by Cat Jones and Marian Saunders; filmed by Dan Smith. -

Cat Jones 

Compiled footage from a collaborative live AV show. Exploring synergies between 
media and organism through VJ projection and biosonic sound. 
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Perspective - Matt Smith 

A glimpse into an autistic boy's day, showing how he can transform a usual day into an adventure. 

Castle Charlie - Macaulay Moran 

Set in the summer of 1998, Peter struggles to keep his estranged father in his life and his relation

ship alive, while an otherworldly threat begins to push itself into his mind. 

Gertrude - Orietta Wanjiru Subrizi 

A short comedy mock-documentary film about a psychic-medium named Gertrude and her misad

ventures in pursuit of paying off an MLM debt and raising enough funds to stage her very own One 

Woman Show! 

INTERMISSION 

Enter The Utopius - Luke Syder 

Experience the first look at destructive and twisted world of the Space Holiday 

Resort 'Utopius' in this visual demo of the upcoming interactive film project 'Enter the Utopius' 

Veiled Descent (Interactive Film) - Gower Campbell 

A dedicated professor stumbles upon a clandestine cult thrusting her into a 

harrowing journey to uncover mysteries and save its unsuspecting viewers from a sinister fate. 

Bio - Synthesis ; A performance by Cat Jones and Marian Saunders; filmed by Dan Smith. -

Cat Jones 

Compiled footage from a collaborative live AV show. Exploring synergies between 

media and organism through VJ projection and biosonic sound. 

INTERMISSION 

Gingerbread - Amrita Kaur Singh 

This 10-12-minute short film is about a sibling detective duo that struggle with 

altered recollections of a traumatic event they experienced as children, told through a combination 

of animation and live action. 

Puppet Nudes - Bethany Clarke 

A satirical short film educating young people about the repercussions of taking and sharing inde

cent images 

Tales From The Multiverse - Robert Bolton 

A collection of highlights showcasing the self-composed music, creature sound effects and foley 

that enhance a narrative using DnD as the story telling device. 
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